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The Gods of the earth and sea

Sought thro' Nature to find this Tree;

But their search was all in vain:

There grows one in the Human Brain.

(William Blake)

To Dyphera



STELLINGEN

I

Bij de berekening van de verhouding van de vervals-

snelheden van TT° •*• 2y en n -*• 2y behoeft niet te wor-

den gecorrigeerd voor fase ruimte.

D.B.Lichtenberg, Unitary symmetry and elementary

particles (1978)179.

II

De factor 1/q in de A productie amplitude voor

de reactie k~p •+ k~p ÏÏ ÏÏ~ wordt door G.Otter et al.

ten onrechte aangeduid als de Watson factor.

G.Otter et al.,Nucl.Phys.B139(1978)365.

J.D.Jackson,Nuov.Cim.34(19^4)1644.

K.M.Watson,Phys.Rev.88(1952)1163.

Ill

Op grond van de vergelijking van de isoelectronisThe

spectra van Pdl tot NdXV blijkt dat Sugar verschil-

lende resonantielijnen verkeerd geclassificeerd

heeft.

J.Sugar,Journal of the Opt.Soc.of Am.67(1977)1518.

IV

De toepassing van tralies in het golflengte gebied

van 10 - 1000&, die zo gemonteerd zijn dat het licht

scherend en parallel aan de groeven invalt, heeft

grote mogelijkheden voor de spectroscopie van hemel-

lichamen vanuit satellieten.

W.Werner, App.Opties,16(1977)2078.



V

Het verdient de voorkeur de onverwacht grote waar-

den van de spin correlatie parameters, gemeten bij

elastische np en pp verstrooiing met gepolarizeerde

bundel en doelwit, te verklaren zonder ad hoc in-

voering van quarkheliciteits flip effecten.

D.G.Crabb et al,Phys.Rev.Lett.41(1978)1257.

D.G.Crabb et al, Phys.Rev.Lett.43(1979)983.

G.Farrar et al,Phys.Rev.D20(1979)202.

G.F.Wolters,Phys.Rev.Lett.45(1980)776.

VI

Hefc verloop van de differentiële werkzame doorsnede

voor elastische pp verstrooiing met spins antiparallel

als functie van de transversale impuls laat de moge-

lijkheid open dat bij hogere energieën van de inval-

lende protonen de werkzame doorsnede met anti-par

rallele spins niet te verwaarlozen is t.o.v. die met

parallele spins.

D.G.Crabb et al.,Phys.Rev.Lett.41(1978)1257.

J.R.O'Fallon et al.,Phys.Rev.Lett.39(1977)733.

VII

De waarden van n, die in de classificatie van Gar-

ton et al. zijn toegekend aan de 5s np P? niveau's

van In I, zijn niet juist.

W.R.S.Garton,K.Codling,Proc.Phys.Soc.(Londen)78('61)

600.

VIII

Uit de rij van namen element, atoom, elementair

deeltje, quark blijkt dat de moderne physicus

bescheidener is geworden in zijn verwachting over

het absoluut fundamentele karakter van nieuw veron-

derstelde bouwstenen der materie.



IX

Het verdient aanbeveling varende monumenten ook

als monumenten in de zin der wet op te vatten en

te subsidiëren.

X

Het wegspoelen van faecaliën met hoogwaardig

drinkwater dient in een zich beschaafd noemende

samenleving te worden verboden.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

The subject of this thesis is a study of the reaction

pp •+ p p ÏÏ ii

at a beam momentum of 7.23 GeV/c . The most striking feature

of this reaction is the production of the A (1236) and the

A(1236) resonances , that appear as dominant bumps in the mass

spectra of the pir and PIT system respectively.

Prom earlier experiments it is known, that this A resonance is

mainly produced by one pion exchange (OPE). Within the limited

statistics of earlier experiments , the OPE-model seems to

give a good description of the data in the region where it can

be expected to apply, i.e. at small four momentum transfers

from the tarqet to the piT system.

The One Pion Exchange Model has been 2sed for a long time,

but there exist several versions that differ somewhat in their

detailed quantitative predictions . The reaction pp-*-p p ir ir

is convenient for studying details of the OPE-model , because

experimentally this final state is well determined and its

cross section is high. Also the requirement of symmetry under

charge conjugation provides a sensitive test for the existence

of systematic errors in the analysis of the data.

It therefore seemed worthwhile in 1970 , when the present

experiment was proposed, to study the validity of the OPE

mechanism in this reaction in more detail than had been

possible in previous pp experiments and at an energy where data

with high statistics were not yet available.

Another subject studied in this thesis is the production

of the N* objects , that appear as bumps around 1500 MeV and

1700 MeV in the mass spectra of the p TT i" and p ir TT~ systems.

These bumps become more pronounced with higher incident enercry.

It is generally assumed , that these objects are produced by

diffractive dissociation of either the taroet or the beam par-

ticle. The results of the present experiment are in agreement

with this assumption.



The data used in this investigation were obtained in two

exposures of the CERN 2m Hydrogen Bubble Chamber to an anti-

proton beam of 7,23 GeV/c momentum.

The first exposure was taken in February and the second in

March 1971. In total 200000 pictures were taken, with an

average number of 5 antiprotons per picture , corresponding

to about 5.5 events per microbarn raw data.

The measurement of the pictures was done in two phases.

First only the four prong events were measured. These measure-

ments were finished in 1976. After this , the measurement of

all topologies with more than four outgoing tracks was started.

These measurements were completed in 1978. The experimental

data on which the work in this thesis is based were therefore

available in 1976.

The reaction pp + p p u i has been studied in many ex-

periments , but only a few of these experiments were done at

an incident momentum higher than 5 GeV/c and with statistics

better than 1 event/yb.

The oldest of these experiments and one of the largest

was a 1.1 event/yb experiment at 5.7 GeV/c in the CERN 81 cm

HBC (ref.fl]) . A A production was studied and the N*(1500) and

N*(1700) objects were reported. The experiment at 5.7 GeV/c in

the 81 cm HBC was later extended with an exposure in the 2m

CERN HBC to give statistics of 3.3 event/yb (ref.[2]).

At 9.1 GeV/c the Liverpool-Stockholm collaboration has studied

AA production with a microbarn equivalent of 1.3 event/yb

(ref.[3]). At 5.1, 6.9, 12.0, 32.0 GeV/c bubble chamber experi-

ments exist in which this reaction was also studied but the

microbarn equivalent for these experiments is smaller than

1 event/yb (see(ref.[4-7]). <

The p p ir+ir~ final state was also measured at Serpukhov with

the CERN-IHEP boson spectrometer at beam momenta of 25.0 and

40.0 GeV/c. The statistics for raw data was 4.6 and 1.7 event/

yb respectively (see ref.[8]). Only the N*(1500) and K*(1700)

objects were studied for four momentum transfers from the tar-
2

get to proton between 0.05 and 0.3 GeV .



In chapter 2 of this thesis the experiment and the measure-

ment system are described. The determination of the momentum

of the incident antiproton and the automatic decision system

based on the measured ionization density are discussed in some-

what more detail , because, the author has been especially in-

volved in these aspects of the experiment.

In chapter 3 the cross section for the p p n n final

state is determined from the experimental data, the validity

of the symmetry with respect to charge conjugation is tested

and the separation of the sample in two classes is discussed,

one mainly produced by one pion exchange and the other by

diffraction dissociation.

In chapter 4 the predictions of the OPE-model are compared

with the experimental data for the reaction pp •+ A (1236)A (1236).



Chapter 2

DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION AND THE

MEASURING SYSTEM

Seat. 2-1 The experimental configuration

For this experiment the CERN 2m HBC was exposed to anti-

protons from the radiofrequency separated U5-beam. This beam

originates in an external copper target, placed in a 24 GeV/c

external proton beam of the CERN Proton Synchroton.

The U5-beam consists of three sections.

In the first section the momentum of the beam particles is

selected. In the second section the mass separation is done

with a radiofrequency (RF) separator. In the third section

the profile of the beam in the bubble chamber is defined and

low momentum background particles are removed.

63 m 50 m 58 m

-r + -t=-n.K ,p

•*• HBC

S1 Q1 BM1 MS Q2 Q4 OS BM2 S2 06

Fig.2-1-1 Diagram of experimental layout

Meaning of abbreviations: T=copper target, S=slits,

Q=quadrupole system, BM=bending magnet, MS=momentum

slit, BS=beamstopper, EF1, 2=first,second radio fre-

quency cavity.



Fig.2-1-1 shows a diagram of the U5-beam and the principle of

operation of the particle selection with two RF cavities.

In the first section the bending magnet BM1 and the

momentum slit MS select negative particles with a momentum

of 7.32 GeV/c and a momentum spread Ap/p of 0.5%.

In the second section these particles enter the first

radiofrequency field RF1 (frequency = 2855 MHz), where they

are deflected in the vertical plane. The angle of deflection

depends on the phase of the field at the moment of entry of

the particles (see ref.[9]). The particles leaving RF1 are

focused in the horizontal and the vertical plane before they

enter a second radiofrequency field RF2 similar to RF1.

The phase difference between RF1 and RF2 can be adjusted and

is kept constant during a run. If for a particle the phase

of RF1 is equal to the phase of RF2, the deflection in RF2

cancels the deflection in RF1. All particles for which this

condition holds are absorbed in a copper beamstopper BS ,

placed just behind RF2. This condition is independent of the

phase of the field when the particle enters RF1 , but depends

on the time of flight of the particle between RF1 and RF2

which is governed by the mass of the particle.

At a beam momentum of 7.304 GeV/c the phase difference

between RF1 and RF2 can be chosen such that this condition of

particle rejection holds simultaneously for pions and kaons

( at this momentum the difference in time of flight of pions

and kaons corresponds exactly to one period of the radiofre-

quency ). This, however, is not true for the antiprotons,

so that some of them can pass the beamstopper. The contamina-

tion of the antiprotons by other particles can be minimized

by choosing the dimensions of the beamstopper correctly.

In the third section the beam is focused by the quadrupoles

Q4, Q5 and Q6 and deflected by the bending magnet BM2 in such a

way that it enters the bubble chamber in the middle of the

entrance window. The beam profile is very narrow in the horizon-

tal plane and wider in the vertical plane to obtain a good



separation between the incoming beam tracks on the picture.

Low momentum particles produced in the beamstopper are removed

by a second momentum slit S2.

After each expansion antiprotons are sent through the

bubble chamber. Pictures are made from three different direc-

tions with cameras , mounted on a camera plate 2.43m before

the front glass of the chamber ( see fig.2-1-2).

200 cm

BEAM
21 >

BACK GLASS

FRONTSLASS

„23

TOP
ENTRY
O

r8'

o
BO T TOM

243cm

CAMERAPLATE

Fig. 2-1-2 The coordinate system used for all points in the
bubble chamber and the positioning of the cameras
with respect to the chamber.

Positions in the HBC are defined in a righthanded Cartesian

coordinate system, the origin of which is at the inside of the

frontglass near the bottom of the chamber and near the entran-

ce window.

The x-axis is parallel to the axis of the chamber and points

roughly in the beam direction, the y-axis is vertical (see

ref.flO]). Therefore the z-axis points out of the chamber

towards the cameraplate.



Seat.2-2 Measurement of the beam momentum

The most accurate value for the momentum of the beam is

obtained by measuring the momentum with the RF separator

system. The method is described here and the result, corrected

for energy loss from the RF system to the HBC, is taken to be

the absolutr value of the beam momentum in the bubble chamber.

For the measurement the beamstopper is removed and replaced by

three small scintillation counters, one exactly on, one above

and one below the beam axis. Because of the low intensity of

the antiprotons the measurement is done with a positive beam,

obtained by reversing all magnet currents.

The value of the phase difference $ between RF1 and RF2 is

then determined for which the intensity of the protons passing

through the middle counter has a maximum value.

This measurement is repeated for pions. The maximum intensity

is then obtained for the phase difference $ . The phase dif-

ferences <() and <b are related to the times of flight t and

t between RF1 and RF2 for the protons and the pions respec-

tively according to the formulas

•ir = A + ?

where T is the radiofrequency period and A an arbitrary

additive constant.

The time of flight of protons and pions is related to the

beam momentum p:

t = kV i+ ÜÜEL (1-3)
y p



m 2c 2

t B i / i + J L _ (i-4)
TT C „2

in which L =50m and c is the velocity of light.

Eliminating A from 1-1 and 1-2 and substituting 1-3 and 1-4,

the beam momentum is found to be equal to (7.284+0.006) GeV/c.

The error is mainly due to the longterm instability of the

phase difference between the two cavities which is less than

two degrees. The error in the distance L is only lmm.

The frequency of the RF field is known with a precision of

one part in a million.

The energy loss for an antiproton between the RF separator

and the HBC is 0.034 GeV. The value of the beam momentum at

the point x=0 in the chamber is therefore (7.250+0.006) GeV/c.

Seat. 2-3 The purity of the beam

Besides antiprotons the beam contains a certain fraction

of other negative charged particles that have not been proper-

ly removed by the RF separator system. Most abundant are muons

and pions, but some kaons and electrons are also present.

Of these contaminating particles the negative pions and kaons

give rise to strong interactions.

The presence of kaons can be recognized by the charac-

teristic ff ÏÏ 7i decay mode of the kaons. One K3TT decay cor-

responds to a kaon contamination of 0.07%. No K3TT decays are

observed indicating a negligible kaon contamination.

The contamination by pions was measured by switching off

the RF separators and counting the number of interactions ob-

served on the pictures under these conditions. It is assumed

that this background does not change when the RF power is

switched off. This seems reasonable because for pions the

deflection in the field of RF2 compensates the deflection

8



in 1F1. The same holds approximately for muons because of the

small mass difference of pions and muons. On the basis of this

assumption the ratio of pion induced interactions over all

interactions is found to be (1.8±0.9)% corresponding to a

relative pion flux of (3.1±1.5)%.

On the pictures taken with RF power off more beam partic-

les are seen than correspond to the number of interactions.

This excess of beam particles is caused by muons from pions

decayinq in the beam section before the beamstopper.

The fraction of muons in the beam was determined to be

(37±4)% by counting beamtracks on the pictures with RF power

on and off respectively. The presence of this muon contamina-

tion does not harm the analysis.

The pion and muon contamination have also been determined

in an entirely different way, viz. by measuring the distribu-

tion of the radii of delta rays produced by the beamparticles.

The maximum radius of a delta ray depends on the mass of the

particle producing the delta ray. This method is described

in detail in ref.[ll] and gives a relative pion flux of

(1.4±1.0)% and muon flux of (33.2±2.0)% respectively, in

good agreement with the previous results.

Seat.2-4 A survey of the measuring system

In this section a short and introductory description is

given of the selection and measurement of events.

In the next three sections more details concerning the

different stages of the measuring system are presented.



SCAN

se*
sec 2-5 PREMEASUREMENT

f-» PD

6EOMETRSCAL
RECONSTRUCTION

see

sec 2-(
IREMEASUREMfNT

GEOMETRICAL
CONSTRUCTION

1 -y ,

N
FIT AND

ÜON

see
sc 2-7 SCAN TABLE

SLICE

\/

Fig. 2-4-1 A flow chart of the measurement system

Fig.2-4-1 shows a flowchart of the measurement of an event.

The numbers 2-5, 2-6 and 2-7 on the flowchart refer to the

sections where the corresponding part is described in more

detail.

For this experiment only events with four charged out-

qoinq particles were selected on the scannina table; no fur-

ther scanning selection was done.
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Events that were unsuitable for physics analysis, were rejected

after completing measurement and reconstruction.

For each scanned event the interaction point is measured

on an Enetra film plane digitizer on-line with a CDC6400 com-

puter. This measurement is called the premeasurement.

After this, each picture on which there is at least one event,

is processed on an HPD flying spot digitizer.The flying spot

moves over the picture along parallel scanlines, 25 ym apart,

until the whole picture has been covered. When the spot passes

a dark region on the film the coordinates of this region are

registered and sent to the computer memory. For each view

about 100000 coordinate pairs or digitizings are collected.

Immediately after the HPD measurement the digitizings are

processed by the program Filter which, starting from the pre-

measured interaction point, searches for the charged particle

titracks corresponding to each event. Filter calculates for

each 2mm long section of a track a mean value of the digi-

tizings. This mean value is called a master point.

The number of digitizings per unit crack length is also re-

corded .

When the information on the three views is available,

the event is reconstructed in real chamber space by the geo-

metrical reconstruction program. This program also calculates

the momentum of each track using the measured curvature and

the value of the magnetic field, taking into account the ener-

gy loss along the track.

Tracks may be missed or badly determined by Filter, of the

reconstruction may fail. When the reconstructed event is not

a four pronq, the event is remeasured on the film plane digi-

tizer.

After geometrical reconstruction, each event is processed

by the kinematical fit program. This program assigns masses to

the outgoing tracks and determines the number of neutral par-

ticles (zero, one or more than one). For this the constraints

of energy and momentum conservation are used. The mass assign-

ments tried in this program are listed in table 2-4-1.

ll



number mass aasignment

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

pp •»

pp •*

p p -*•

pp •*

pp •*•

p p •*

pp •*

TT

P

P
TT

P
TT

K

TT

TT

TT

TT

K+

+ K
+ K

TT

Ift

+

+ T T -

Ift

P K
+ T T "

+ K -

TT

TT

TT~

TT

K~

K~

( T T 0

( T T 0

n (ir

n (TT

Table 2-4-1 List of allowed assignments

TT° between paventheses means that one Tr°0
move than one neutral particle is allowed

This list does not contain all possible mass assignments.

All assignments with a cross section below 10 yb are omitted

and all assignments with strange particles are omitted, except

for the assignments 5, 6 and 7 that can be isolated almost

unambiguously.

After the kinematical fit the number of acceptable mass

assignments is still further reduced by using the information

on the ionization density of the outgoing tracks. For many

events this further selection can be done automatically by

the computer, the other events must be inspected on the scan-

ning table by a physicist. All mass assignments or hypo-

theses that are compatible with the available experimental

information are recorded on a punch card for the event in

question.

Finally the program slice selects the events for which

at least one hypothesis has been accepted and writes for each

of these events a record on the data summery tape (DST).

12



This record contains all information on the event that might

be needed in the further physics analysis of the experiment.

Seat.2-5 Soan} premeasurement and HPD measurement

In this section the scan, the premeasurement and the HPD

measurement are described.

The scan

A scancard is made for all events with four outgoing

charged particles that are observed in the pictures.

Very roughly limits are set or :.eam direction and fiducial

volume, but no further selection is done at this stage.

The method of scanning was the same as used in a 4.2 GeV/c

K p experiment previously done at this laboratory and is des-

cribed in detail in ref.[l2].

Each picture is scanned twice by different operators. The

scanner of the second scan compares his results with the

results of the first scanner. If there is disagreement with

the first scan, the second scanner completes the information.

The premeasurement

The interaction point of each scanned event is measured

in three views together with four fiducial marks.

Because the filmplane digitizer is on line with a CDC6400 com-

puter, the quality of the measurement can be tested immediate-

ly by demanding a good geometrical reconstruction of the

point in space, using the measurement in three views. If this

geometrical reconstruction fails, all two view combinations

are tried. The measurement is repeated, when none of these

combinations leads to a successful reconstruction.

The percentage of three view matches is 92% and of the two

view matches 8%.

The point given to the program Filter as a starting point for

the track finding procedure in each view is not the measured

point, but the projection on that view of the reconstructed

13



point in space.

Tests on the accuracy of these projected points, using the

outgoing tracks, show that also accepted two view matches

result in projected points that are sufficiently accurate as

starting point for Filter (ref.[l3]).

The HPD measurement

Each picture with a premeasured four prong is measured on

the HPD and processed on-line by the program Filter. For each

view the result is a set of masterpoints and a value of the

bubble density for each outgoing track. A detailed descrip-

tion of the determination of the masterpoints by Filter is

given in ref.[14]. The measurement of the bubble density,

described in detail in ref.[15], is based on the following

principles.

In the course of trackfollowing, Filter predicts the position

of the next track segment from the position of the previous

masterpoints. Around the position of the predicted segment a

road is made with a width of 20ym on the film along the cor-

responding track segment and the number H of scanlines with

a hit within this road is counted. If there are tracks cros-

sing the tracksegment, this segment is not used for the

measurement of the bubble density .

When the total number of scanlines is T and the angle between

the direction of the track segment and the direction of the

stage movement perpendicular to the scanlines is a (see fig.

2-5-1), the bubble density b (number of bubble centres per

unit length) is given by the formula

(2-1)

in which M = T-H and a is a constant equal to the effective

bubble diameter (the diameter seen by the flying spot).

14
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Fig.2-5-2 A sketah of the position of a traak segment of
an event with respect to the stage of the HPD

To combine the information on all track segments of a track

in one view the expression

cosa (2-2)

is calculated for each track segment. This is the value that

M/T would have if the track segment was exactly perpendicular

to the scanlines.

If the length of the track segment is L, the length of the

part of the track segment not covered by bubbles (gap length)

is given by

L s (2-3)

Addinq up for all track segments a total length I«tot and a

total gap length G. . is obtained. The bubble density b of

the track in the view under consideration is given by

b - J in
a (2-4)

tot

15



Seat.2-6 The geometrical reaonstruation and the remeasurement

The geometrical reconstruction program is written under

the Hydra system ; a memory management system to handle com-

plicated data structures in a very flexible and clear manner

(ref.[l6l). The geometry program reconstructs the tracks one

by one, first with a helix fit and then,when this fit is

successful, with mass fits corresponding to a pion, kaon ör

proton. The number of tracks giving a helix fit determines

the measured topology of the event . When there are two posi-

tive and two negative outgoing tracks the event is accepted

for further processing. Otherwise the reconstruction program

generates remeasurement instructions that steer the computer

during the remeasurement. Faulty beam tracks are not remeasured

but corrected by imposing a beam track at a later stage.

For each remeasurement only one fiducial mark is measured, in-

stead of four as usual for a normal measurement. This makes

the remeasurement almost as fast as the premeasurement.

The following numbers give an impression of the efficien-

cy of the minimum guidance system with respect to correct

event reconstruction without remeasurement.

Of the scanned events 65% are well measured i.e. emerge from

the geometrical reconstruction with the right topology. This

corresponds to a 90% probability for a track in one view to

be correctly measured by the HPD.

The remeasurement

The remeasurement is done with a filmplane digitizer on

line with a CDC6400 computer. The communication between

operator and computer is realized by a teletype machine on

line. Points are measured on the Enetra by putting the centre

of a luminous arrow on the point to be measured. The measure-

ment of tracks is done by measuring points on the tracks.

An automatic trackcentering facility supports this measure-

ment to make the speed higher and the quality less dependent

on the ability of the operator.

16



The trackcentering system keeps the arrow oscillating around

the middle of the track. Each time the arrow passes the middle

of the track, a coordinate pair is sent to the computer.

In almost all cases the trackcenterinq device recognizes the

presence of crossing tracks, except in regions where the cros-

sing track coincides with the measured track.

In regions with crossing tracks, the trackcentering system

switches the centering facility off. In these regions the

operator may measure points by hand.

To indicate the event which has to be remeasured, the

computer moves the arrow to the interaction point known from

the premeasurement.

Tracks found by the HPD are indicated by the direction of the

arrow.

The remeasurement procedure is as follows:

(1) The computer moves the film to the right picture.

(2) The operator measures in one view one special fiducial

mark.

(3) The computer puts the arrow on the interaction point of

the event to be remeasured.

(4) The operator measures this interaction point.

(5) The computer shows the tracks one by one as found by the

HPD. Each time the operator presses a button on the tele-

type, the arrow jumps to the next track found by the HPD.

(6) The operator measures the missing tracks.

(7) Repeat (2) to (6) for the other views.

It is also posssible to measure stopping points of stopping

tracks. The operator decides whether an end point is stopping,

or not.

Immediately after the completion of a remeasurement the geo-

metrical reconstruction program checks the results of the

remeasurement by demanding for each outgoing track at least

the presence of a good helix fit in space. If the remeasure-

ment does not satisfy these criteria, the remeasurement is

repeated.
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Seat.2-7 The "kinematic al fit, the ionization and the decision

In this section the steps necessary to decide an event

are described.

An event is decided when the masses of the outgoing particles

have been determined or when the reject category is known.

For many events the decision is not unique but different

solutions exist after applying all selection critera.

However 98.5% of the events belonging to the sample of

pp •*• p p tr IT" are unique.

The kinematioal fit

The kinematical fit program is written also under the

Hydra memory management system.

The list of the hypotheses attempted is given in table 2-4-1.

For each mass assignment the four constraints fit (4C-fit),

with only charged particles in the final state, is tried

first. When the probability is too low, a one constraint fit,

assuming the production of one neutral particle, is tried.

When this fit also fails, the event is classified as a no fit

event.

A 4C-fit for an event is accepted when the x2 value of this

fit is smaller than 50 for four degrees of freedom. The jus-

tification of such a large value of the x2 limit (which cor-

responds roughly to an acceptance of seven standard devi -

ations instead of three normally taken) is the presence of

small invisible kinks in some tracks and distortions of the

tracks, which causes a deviation from the normal Gaussian

error distribution in the measurements of angles and momenta

of the tracks. If the measured quantities are exactly Gaus-

sian distributed around their true value, the probability

distribution should be isotropic.
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The deviation of the Gaussian behaviour is seen in fig.2-7-1

where the distribution of the probability of the p p TT+TT~

hypotheses is shown.

The standard explanations for the peak at low probabili-

ties were investigated but explain only a small part of the

peak.

These explanations are:

(1) The IT" contamination of the beam.

The ir~ contamination of (3.1 + 1.8)% of the beamflux ex-

plains only (7.6±3.8)% of the events in the peak below

10% probability.

Contamination by other hypotheses.(2)
Other hypotheses contaminating the 4C hypotheses explain

only {8.2+2)% of the peak below 10%.

(3) Small deviations due to the remeasurement procedure.
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This cannot explain the peak at low probabilities, be-

cause the probability distribution for events with all

tracks measured on the HPD shows the same peak.

When the x2 limit for the acceptance of a 4C-fit is

chosen in the normal way (i.e. a probability above 1%), 600

events with an outgoing proton of low energy do not fit any

hypothesis.Inspection of these events on the scanninq table

led to the conclusion that they were measured correctly and

that the presence of an outgoing proton and positive pion is

consistent with the bubble density of the positive tracks.

All distributions typical for the p p TT+IT~ events have a similar

form for these 600 events.

By increasing the x2 limit for the acceptance of 4C-fits it

was possible to accept these 600 events as p p IT TT events.

The reason for choosing a x2 limit of 50 for accepting a

4C-fit is shown in fig.2-7-2. The peak at low x2 values,
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Fig.2-7-2 The distribution of the x2 °f the 4C-fit with the
laygest 'probability for all four prong events.
Only the events with x2< 400 are shown.
A probability of 1% corresponds to x2--2 3.
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containing the events without neutral particles, is followed

by a long tail of events with quickly diminishing probability.
2

The form of the distribution suggests that all events with x value

below 25 are definitely events without neutral particles .

This is confirmed by the presence of a slow outgoing proton.

From fig.2-7-2 it is also clear that the choice of the cut

in x2 is not critical.

The ionisation

In the following a procedure is described to calculate a

X2 to test the agreement between the measured bubble density

of the tracks and the bubble density of the tracks calculated

for the different kinematically possible hypotheses.

The value of the bubble density b, derived in section 2-5,

is the bubble density of the projection of the track on the

x-y plane in each of the views.The ionization I of the track
_2

in the bubble chamber is proportional to the value of $ ,with

6 the velocity of the particle in units of light velocity.

Normalizing on the ionizing of a minimum ionizing track

one gets

I = i (2-5)

e2

To compare this calculated bubble density in space with

measured projected densities, the measured projected densi-

ties have to be multiplied for each view with a geometrical

factor K the ratio of the length of a track element in pro-

jection and the length of this track element in space:

I = K.b (2-6)

The factor K is given by (ref.[17]):

(2-7)

where 1-v is a depth correction factor and 6((J>) is the angle

between the track direction (camera axis) and the light ray

from the middle of the track to the centre of the camera lens.
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In this way a measurement of the ionization on space is ob-

tained for each of the views. These three measurements are

normalized and compared. Inconsistent measurements are re-

jected and from the remainder a mean value is calculated and

an error assigned.

Analogous methods have been reported by ref.[l7] and ref.tl8l.

For the normalization the beam particle might be used,

as it has a well known value for g. On the other hand the

ionization of beam particles is not always easy to measure,

because there are many particles going more or less in the

beam direction.

Therefore the following method was used.

The secondary tracks are put into two catagories;

(1) Catagory A consists of tracks of particles with known

g. These tracks are not useful for distinguishing be-

tween hypotheses, but can be used for normalization.

A track is assigned to catagory A when for all hypotheses

which are kinematically possible the values of 8 differ

by less than 20%. This is always the case for the beam track,

An exception is made for the tracks with a projected bubble

density of more than three times the minimum value. These

are put in cateaory B. If there is more than one track in

category A, a quality criterium is applied.

From each track in category A a normalisation constant can

be determined for each view. When these constants for differ-

ent tracks, but for the same view, differ by more than 30%,

they are considered to be inconsistent and tracks are rejec-

ted until consistency within 30% is obtained.

(2) Category B consists of tracks of particles with signifi-

cantly different values of g~2 for at least some of the

hypotheses that give a kinematical fit.

After normalization three ionization measurements - one

in each view - are available for the same track. The track is

rejected when even after dropping one view, no consistency

within 30% can be obtained.
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The spread in the results for the three views gives a measure

of the uncertainly Al in I. As the values of I and AI are used

for calculating the probability of each hypothesis for an

event, extremely small values of AI must be avoided. There-

fore a minimum error of 10% in I is taken, which is still much

smaller than errors obtained with the human eye.

The statistical error as calculated from the number of hits

along the track is always much smaller than this.

For dense tracks with a projected bubble density of more than

4.5 times the minimum value, the ionization is set to 4.5

with an error of 15%.

Measurement of tracks with an ionization density larger

than 2 in space is especially important for defining the

right hypothesis, but may be quite difficult. In particular

the ionization of dipping tracks is in this case often measu-

red too low. If for tracks of this category the three views

of a track give inconsistent ionization measurements, i.e.

no pair agrees within 30%, the largest of the three is taken

with an uncertainty of 30%. This occurs for less than 2% of

the tracks.

The event decision

The ionization measurements of the tracks are used to

calculate an ionization probability, baised on the measured

bubble density of the tracks for.each hypothesis that is

acceptable from the point of view of kinematics. This ioniza-

tion probability is only calculated when the ionization is

measured for all secondary tracks. If for one of the secon-

dary tracks no ionization information if> available, the ioni-

zation probabilities are set to zero for all hypotheses.

The x2 ^s n o t directly calculated from the predicted and

measured values of I, because the derived quantities do not

scatter according to a Gaussian distribution. Instead a

variable is used that is much closer related to the actually

measured quantities (M/T) _Q .
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This variable is defined by

x = e"cI (2-8)

Ax = c.AI.e"CI (2-9)

The constant c is chosen such that x is equal to 0.5 for

minimum ionizing tracks. This corresponds to c = In2.

The x2 i s then

_ c_ 2

X 2
= Z*-

 X i " e (2-10)

1 = 1 A xi

in which n_, the number of tracks in category B, is the num-

ber of degrees of freedom. This value of the x2 is not very

dépendent on the value of c.

The automatic decision system uses the measured ioni-

zation probaDilities to choose the correct hypothesis for

each measured event. When the system can not make a decision,

because there are essential data missing or when the system

does not decide between two hypotheses that could be disting-

uished by the human eye, the event is examined on the scan

table.

For each event the hypotheses accepted by kinematics

are ordered according to decreasing values of their ionization

probabilities. Only those hypotheses are accepted for which the

ionization probability is over 1% and is larger than one fifth

of the maximum value.

Depending on the properties of the accepted hypotheses the

decision is taken either to select the best hypotheses in an

automatic way or to examine the event on the scan table.
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The event is sent to the scan table in each of the following

cases:

(1) There are no accepted hypotheses.

(2) There are 4C-fits, but these are all rejected on ioniza-

tion probability.

(3) There are two hypotheses accepted by the automatic

decision system that should be distinguishable because

the calculated densities for one of the tracks differ

by more than 20%.

In all other cases the accepted hypotheses are automatically

put on DST, but when there are 4C-fits, only the 4C-fits

are retained on DST.

For the events decided on the scan table, the accepted

hypotheses are specified by the operator. When none of the

hypotheses is accepted, the event is rejected.

The following reject catagories are distinguished:

(1) The event has a straight outgoing not stopping track.

(2) The measurement of the event has failed.

(3) The event does not correspond to one of the hypotheses

in the list.

Table 2-7-1 gives a number of events in the different reject

categories and on DST.

all events p p IT n

DST 46633+210 8l92±90

straight outgoing track 3496+58 762±27

wrong measurement 1140+290 430±140

hypothesis not on list 562±60 0±60

Table 2-7-1 The number of events on DST and in the
various reject categories
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The numbers in the category "straight outgoing track"

were calculated using a weighting procedure described in

ref,[l9]. This calculation is more reliable than direct

counting.

To determine the number of 4C-fits in the category "wrong

measurement" the rejected events of this type were remea-

sured and analysed in ten rolls of film. From the number

of 4C-fits recovered the number of 4C-fits missing in the

whole experiment was calculated.

Finally, the "DST" events are selected by the program

Slice and written on the data summery tape.
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C h a p t e r 3

EXPERIMENTAL FEATURES OF THE p p TT+ÏÏ~ STATE

Introduction

In this chapter the quality of the 4C sample is studied

and a method is presented to separate double resonance pro-

duction and N* production.

Double resonance production means the production of a quasi

two body final state, which decays into two pairs of particles,

p rr and p n respectively.

N* (N*) production means the production of a quasi two body

final state, one of which is a single antiproton (proton)

and the other a system that decays into p TT+TT~ (p TT+TI~) .

In Sect.3-1 the checks on the quality of the 4C sample

are described and the validity of the particle antiparticle

symmetry is tested. This symmetry demands that distributions

connected by this symmetry are analogous. Deviations from

this symmetry are interpreted as failures of the measurement

system.

Sect.3-2 gives cross sections of the p p TT TT~ final

state and all possible two particle substates. The differ-

ence between the cross section of the reactions

p p -» p p ÏÏ it" and p p -» p p TT TT" is studied as a function

of the centre of mass energy squared.

In sect. 3-3 a sample of p p -» p p TT TT~ events is selec-

ted that corresponds to almost pure double resonance produc-

tion. This selection is made by cuts on the production angles

of p (p) in the p TT (p TT ) rest frame.

In Sect.3-4 a similar procedure is used to isolate al-

most pure samples of N*(N*) events.

In Sect.3-5 it is shown that by generating a complete

set of events out of the samples found in sect.3-3 and sect.
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3-4, mass distributions and angular distributions are obtained

that fit closely the experimental distributions.

Seat. 3-1 Checks on the quality of the measured

p p -> p p IT Ti events

It was noted in sect.2-7 that for the measured sample

ofpp-»ppTtir events, the distribution of the kinematical

probability is not flat but has a large peak below 10% pro-

bability. The events with low kinematical probability have

been very carefully investigated event by event to see if a

reason could be found why a number of 4C events turned out to

have a very low kinematical probability.

A number of the low probability events were measured as

accurately as possible. This did not improve the probability

so that it could be concluded that the low probability was

not caused by obvious measuring errors. A number of these

events however, were drastically improved by shortening the

measured tracklength. This suggested that small kinks in

some of the tracks due to invisible scatters caused a bad

kinematical fit, even when the event was a good 4C event.

Fast tracks are especially sensitive to these small scatters.

On the basis of these findings, and the fact that the

low probability 4C events show all the typical characteris-

tics, e.g. the frequent occurrence of a low energy proton,

the procedure outlined in sect.2-7 was adopted.

The conclusion is that the events with low kinematical

probability, should not be removed from the analysis.

The missing energy

The missing energy E is defined as the total incoming

energy minus the total outgoing energy.

It is expected that the average value <E > of the missing

energy should be zero and that 50% of the events have a

positive missing energy.
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Fig.3-1-1 The missing energy distribution of all

p p IT IT events

The missing energy distribution is shown in fig.3-1-1.

For this distribution the average value is

<Em> = (-0.0-26*0.002) GeV and the fraction of events with

positive missing energy Rp = 0.37 .

Because the beam momentum has been determined very accura-

tely in the RP separator (sect.2-1) , the deviation from

zero of <Em> must be due to the errors in the measurement of

the outgoing particles.

In ref.[20] a possible source of error in the measured mo-

menta of the outgoing tracks is suggested which is due to

the motion of the liquid hydrogen. There are two superim-

posed motions. One motion is a rather steady stirring of the

liquid, downwards in the centre of the chamber and upwards

at the.entry and exit of the beam in the chamber.

The other motion is a rapidly changing one, which follows

the piston movement.
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The correction proposed in ref.[20] has the form:

e E?- (3-1)
Po

and should be added to the measured momentum of each out-

going track. In this formula e=+l for positive tracks and

-1 for negative tracks, p is the measured momentum and pn

is the spurious momentum, i.e. the measured momentum of a

track, when the external magnetic field is switched off.

After applying this correction to the measured momenta on

DST the values of <E > and R„ are <Em> = (-0.007±0,003)GeV,
m c> m

RE=0.49 and pQ=(920±30)GeV. This value of pQ lies within the

range of values given in ref.[20].

It is probable that this effect is also an important cause

for the occurrence of 4C events with a low kinematical pro-

bability. Indeed for some low probability events the pro-

bability improved when this correction was applied before

the kinematical fit. Nevertheless this correction was not

applied to the 4C events in this thesis, as it was not

clear if the liquid motion pattern remained reproducible

over periods as long as a whole run (ref. [20]).

Many other possibilities have been considered to ex-

plain the deviation from zero of< E > and the effect of some

of these has been further investigated.

Cuts in the kinematical probability.

A change of the overall normalisation of the magnetic field.

A difference between remeasured tracks and tracks measured

on the HPD.

Systematical losses of tracks with a large dip angle.

None of these procedures had an appreciable effect on the

value of < E > .

The missing momentum

p^. stands for the longitudinal missing momentum 'de-

fined as the component of the missing momentum along the beam
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direction.

p „ is the transversal missing momentum i.e. the component

of the missing momentum perpendicular to the beam.
pmTv anc^ pmTz a r e t h e c o m P o n e n t s °f PmT

 i n t n e XY plane and
xz plane respectively, with y-axis and z-axis defined as in
sect.2-1.

The average values <p T> , <pmm > and <p m > for this sample
mij niiy mi z

of events are

<PmL> = (-0.026±0.002)GeV

<pmT > = (0.0002±0.0002)GeV

<PmTz> = (-0.0009±0.0004)GeV

The longitudinal momentum suffers from the same asymmetry

as the missing energy, as is expected.

The asymmetry of p - is corrected by the same method as for

the missing energy with the same value of the spurious mo-

mentum.

The value of <PmTz> is sensitive to the presence of tracks

with a large dip angle. Excluding all events with a track

with dip angle above 0.3 rad the value of <PmTz> is
<p w > =(-0.000±0.001)GeV.mi z

The missing mass squared
2

The missing mass squared Mm is defined as the square

of the missing four vector

5 o p •> o
M = E - p - - p - P „ (3-2)m m ^mL lmTv MnTz V '

The measured value of the missing mass squared should be

zero for the events without a neutral particle.

The distribution of the missing mass squared is important

for the separation between 4C-fits and events with a neutral

particle.

This distribution is shown in fig.3-1-2.
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For this distribution the average <M > of the missing mass

squared is measured to be (-0.0025±0.0003)GeV2. Only 25%

of p p n n~ events have a positive missing mass. The correc-

tion for spurious momentum does not change the values of

<Mm> •

It will now be shown that the fact that only 25% of the

events have a positive missing mass squared is consistent

with a properly measured sample of 4C events and is not

caused by a non Gaussian distribution of the events around

their true value.

To investigate this asymmetry the fitted value of the track

parameters q, X and <ji have been given a random deviation

corresponding to the error of the measurement.

q is the inverse of the magnitude of the fitted momentum,

A is the dip angle and 0 the azimuthal angle in the coordi-

nate system of the HBC defined in section 2-1.

For the fitted values of these parameters the missing energy,

missing longitudinal momentum, missing transverse momenta and
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missing mass squared are, of course, exactly equal to zero.

The fitted values of q, A, <j> of all outgoing tracks were

changed by an amount drawn by a Gaussian generator with stan-

dard deviation equal to the measurement error for that track.

For the changed parameters the quantities <E >, <p >, <p >
2

<PniTz> and <M > were again calculated and the following va-

lues were found:

<Em> = (-0.007±Q.003)GeV

<pmL> = (-0.006±0.003)GeV

<PmT >= (-0.0003*0.0002)GeV

<pmTz>= (0.0000±0.0004)GeV

<M2> = <-0.0017±0.0003)GeV2

The mean values of the quantities E , p L, p T and

p _, are compatible with zero, as expected, but the value

of <M > stays negative.

Also the percentage of events with a positive missing mass

squared remains equal to 25%. The explanation of this effect

is found by studying the missing mass squared as a function

of the track parameters q, A and <J>.

For an event without a neutral particle the calculated missing

mass squared would be zero when the true values of the track

parameters would be known.

When a Taylor expansion of the missing mass squared is made

around the true values of the track parameters, it is found

that the terms of. the order zerp and one in t-.he deviations

between measured values and the true values of these track

parameters are zero.

The terms of the second order can be devided into two groups:

The quadratic terms that have always negative coefficients

and the cross terms that can be either positive or negative.

The contribution of the quadratic terms gives the value of

M for each event a negative bias causing a shift of the
m -
entire M distribution towards negative values. This shift
towards negative values of the missing mass squared for 4C
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events improves the separation between 4C events with a neu-

tral particle.

C-conjugation

By using C-conjugation invariance the presence of sys-

tematic errors in the various experimental distributions

could be carefully investigated.

For all quantities used in this thesis the C-conjugated

distributions have been compared with each other. The con-

jugated distributions are all equal within statistics.

Sect. 3-2 Cross sections

In this section cross sections are determined for fol-

lowing final state and substates.

(A)

(B)

(C)

(D)

p p -* p(p Tf Tt~) (E)

The first part of this section is devoted to the determination

of the cross section of reaction (A) and the second part to

the determination of the cross sections of (B), (C), (D) and

(E).

The cross section for the reaction p p -• p p Tt Tt was

calculated from the cross section for four prongs using the

numbers of table 2-7-1.

First the cross section for four prongs was calculated from

the fraction of four prongs present in all topologies and

the value of the total p p cross section at 7.23 GeV/c.

For this total cross section a value of (58.3±o.6)mb was ob-

tained by the linear interpolation of all data between 6 and

8 GeV/c (ref.[21]). The fraction of four prongs in all topo-

logies was determined by a special scan of a number of films.
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After correction for the loss of elastic two prong events with

a very slow proton (ref.[22])f the cross section for four

prongs was determined to be (17.2±0.6)mb.

According to table 2-7-1 the total number o f p p - » p p n i T

events is equal to 9384±189 and the total number of four

prongs is equal to 5l831±368. The ratio of these two numbers

multiplied by the four prong cross section gives for p p ->

p p n+n~ a cross section of (3.ll±0.13)mb.
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Fig. 3-2-1 The cross section o / P p •• P P " " and of
p P -* P P n «~ as a function of s. The_ open
circles are the points o / P P - » P P T t tt and_
the crosses are the points of p p -* p p ÏÏ ÏÏ
The solid_line is the_ fit of a-As to the
reaction p p •» p p n n and the dotted line
that to the reaction p p -» p p Tt it
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Fig.3-2-1 shows the cross section for the reactions

p p -» p p n n and p p - * p p n n as a function of the total

centre of mass energy squared s for experiments with beam

momentum above 5 GeV/c 12, 3, 6, 7, 23-29]. Below 30 GeV/c

only experiments with a statistical significance better than

1 event/pb are included. There is a slight tendency for the

p p n ÏÏ" data to be systematically higher than the p p T

data. The energy dependence of the cross section for the

reactions p p -»

by the function

p p n IT" data to be systematically higher than the p p TT+TT~

{ dependence of the cross i

reactions p p -» p n n and p p -» p p n n can be parametrized

As" n (3-3)

This function is also shown in fig.3-2-1.

The fitted values of A and n are:

A n

P P -» P P I+TT~ (14.5±2.0)GeV2 0.58±0.05

P P •* P P n+n~ (12.9±1.0)GeV2 0.59±0.03

The energy dependence of the two reactions is the same within

the errors.

To determine the cross sections for B, C, D and E the

p n++CC, p ir+n~+CC and p n~+CC mass distributions are des-

cribed by quasi two body final states plus background. For

each expected quasi two body final state, listed in table

3-2-1, events were generated distributed according to phase

space weighted with simple non relativistic Breit-Wigner

functions. The standard program Fowl (ref.[30]) was used for

generating the events.

The mass distributions were fitted with a linear combination

of the different sets of generated events. The value of the

coefficients and the Breit-Wigner parameters for which the

best fit was obtained, were then determined.

In this section the cross sections of the channels B, C, D

and E are calculated by simply assuming that, apart from
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reflections of the channels B, C, D and E, all background is

distributed according to phase space. In the next sections

a more refined method is described to determine the cross

sections.

3000

M(pn*)»cc
2.6

Fig.3-2-2 Mass distribution of p n +CC.
The solid line is the fit described in the text,

The mass distribution of p it +CC is shown in fig. 3-2-2.

The only resonance which is very prominent is the A(1236) re-

sonance. A small bump is visible at the mass value of about

1900 MeV. Several overlapping A states in the 1.9 GeV region

are known (ref.[3l]). An unambiguous identification of the A

resonance observed here with one of these is not possible.
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800 -

1.8
M (pre")» CC (GeV)

3.0

Fig.3-2-3 Mass distribution of p n +CC.
The solid line is the fit described in the text.

The mass distribution of p n~+CC is shown in fig.3-2-3.

Almost no A° (5°) bump is visible and the N*(1518) and the

N*(168O) are completely absent. These two N* resonances were

observed in the reaction pp -» p p n n together with the A°

production in a bubble chamber experiment at 6.9 GeV/c repor-

ted by E.Colton and P.Schlein (ref.[25]).
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Fig. 3-2-4 Mass distribution of p it u +CC.
The solid line is the fit described in the text.

In fig.3-2-4 the p u n +CC mass distribution is shown.

Small bumps are visible at 1500 MeV and at 1700 MeV. These

bumps have also been observed and studied in the p u n mass

spectra of the reaction pp -» p p TT TT by ref.[23-29]. It is

not clear whether these bumps are objects with definite spin

and parity.
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The results for the cross sections are given in table 3-2-1.

The N*(2000) is necessary to descrifce the high mass part of

the p TT TT +CC distribution. Many resonances have been ob-

served in this region (ref.[31]).

The final state p p n +n~ in the table represents the phase

space background.

quasi two body state a(mb) mass (GeV) width (GeV)

(1) A(1236) £(1236) 1.52±0.11 1.2l8±0.002 0.092±0.005

(2) A°(1236) A°(2336) 0.03±0.03 (1.2109)

(3) A(1900) A(1236) O.12±O.O3 1.88±0.04

and A(1236) A(1900)

(4) N* (1500) and

• N*(15OO)

(5) N*(1700) and

N* (1700)

(6) N*(2000) and

N* (2000)

(7) p p ÏÏ ii

0.81±0.07 1.43±0.01

0.50±0.07 1.70±0.02

0.12±0.06 (2.06)

0.00+0.12

(0.106)

0.10±0.03

0.23±0.03

0.20*0.05

(0.2)

Table 3-2-1 Cross sections for quasi two body substates of
p p n TT .
(The values between parentheses were not fitted
but were taken from ref.[3l].

Sect.3-3 Double resonance production.

Double resonance production in pp -» p p n n was defined

in the introduction to this chapter as the simultaneous pro-

duction of a resonating p n and a resonating p TT system.

An almost pure sample of these events can be obtained by

selecting on the angle 0(ë) between the outgoing p (p) and
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the incoming p (p) in the Gottfried-Jackson coordinate system

for the p i

described.

for the p IT (p TT ) rest frame. This procedure will now be

When the p n and the p IT" pairs are both produced by

the strong decay of well defined resonances that do not in-

terfere with other states, the density distribution W(6,ë)

Df the (p TT"

(ref. 32 ) :

of the (p TT ) (p TT ) events obeys the following symmetry

W(TT-9,6) = W(9,8)
(3-4)

w(e,Tr-ë) = w(e,ë)

This is true because of the conservation of parity in strong

interactions. The validity of the symmetry'relations(3-4)

does not depend on the spin and polarization of the resonan-

ces or on the production mechanism.

region number of events

1 cos6< 0 cosG< 0 1146

2 cose< 0 cosë> O 1840

3 cose> 0 cosê< 0 1971

4 cos0> 0 cosè> 0 3235

total 8192

Table 3-3-1 The distribution of events in four different
aosQ - cos6 regions for all p p TT IT events.

The distribution of events over four regions of values

for cose and cosë is shown in table 3-3-1. When the symmetry

(3-4) holds, the four regions of table 3-3-1 should contain

equal numbers of double resonance events. The number of doub-

le resonance events in our sample can therefore be at most

4x1146. The assumption that the 1146 events are all produced

by double resonance production leads to a cross section for
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double resonance production of (1.74±0,09)mb, corresponding to

4x1146 events. This value agrees very well with the value of

(1.67±0.14)mb obtained from the Brett-Wigner fits in sect.3-2.

a>
3.0

2.5 _

let. 2.0 _

1 .5 _

1.0
1 .0 1.5 2.0 2.S 3.0

M(pw*J CGeV)

massFig.3-3-1 The p n mass distribution versus p n n
distribution for the events of region 1.

In fig.3-3-1 the p n versus the p n~ mass distribution

is shown for the 1146 events in region 1.

There is a clear indication of the production of a A (1236)

resonance in association with a A resonance with a mass of

about 1.9 GeV.

To determine the cross sections for A(1236) A(1236) and

A(1236) A(1900)+CC production a fit was made to the mass

distribution of fig.3-3-1. The mass distribution is described

by a weight function which incorporates a p-wave Breit-Wigner

(ref.[33J) for the A(1236) and a simple Breit-Wigner represen-

ting the tabulated resonances around 1.9 GeV. The background

is represented by another broad Breit-Wigner.
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ig. 3-3-2 The p n and the p n mass distribution of the
double resonance events.
The solid line is the p-wave Breit-Wigner fit.

The results of the fit are represented by the curves in

fig.3-3-2. The values of the different parameters used

in the fit are given in table 3-3-2.

mass (GeV) width (GeV) fraction

A(1236) 1.225±0.002 0.100*0.005

A'(19OO) 1.88±0.03 0.27*0.07

background 2.0±0.2 0.5*0.1

AA 0.73±0.02

AA'+CC 0.13±0.02

0.14A0.03

Table 3-3-2 The parameters of the fit to the mass distribution
for the double resonance sample.
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The cross section fo:.' the production of A (1236) A (1236) resul-

ting from the value of the fraction in table 3-3-2 is

(1.27±0.09)mb. This value agrees well with the values found at

other energies for this cross section, as can been seen in

fig.3-3-3 (ref,[2, 3, 6 and 7]). The solid line is the fit

of the function As

A = (67±20)mb.

-n to the data points with n = 1.5±0.1 and

c
o

u
to
in

in
in
o

0 1
5.6.7 20. 30.-40. 100.

S CGeV2)
200.

Fig. 3-3-3 The cross section of A A production as a
function of s.
The solid line is a fit of As
points for s >10 GeV .

-n to the
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Sect. 3-4 N*p and N*p production

In the introduction to this chapter N* (N*) production

is defined as the production of a quasi two body final state,

one of the particles being a single antiproton (proton) and

the other a system that decays into p u n (p TT TT~) .

In the p TT n~ (p TT TT~) mass distribution (fig.3-2-4) there is

little evidence for resonances in this final state.

However, it is well known that after a suitable selection on

the longitudinal momentum of the outgoing pions enhancements

can be observed in the 1500 MeV and 1700 MeV mass reqions

(see ref.[2]). The selection is based on the observation

that for a double resonance event, the direction of the longi-

tudinal component of the momentum in the centre of mass system

p, is the same direction for p and TT and also the same, but

opposite direction to that of the other two particles, for p

and TT". When the direction of the momentum of the incoming

p is called positive, PLn_ is thus positive and PLTT+ nega-

tive for a double resonance event. This is shown in fig,3-4-1,

where the pure sample of double resonance events defined in

the last section is plotted in a PLïï+ - P L diagram.

The events for which PLTT_ < 0 and p L n + > 0 are expected to

be mainly of the type C. In fig.3-4-2 the p n~+CC mass dis-

tribution of these events is shown. There is no clear eviden-

ce for resonant behaviour.

The p IT TT mass distribution of the remaining events is shown

in fig.3-4-3. The enhancements at 1.5 GeV and 1.7 GeV are

now quite prominent. An even purer sample of N* (N*) events

can be obtained by a method analogous to the method for ob-

taining a pure double resonance sample described in sect.3-3.

This method is based on a selection on the angle 8,(8]^ between

the total pn+ (pn~) momentum and the target (beam) momentum

in the p u n " ( p u n ) rest frame. For double resonance events

the PTT (pn~) system always moves roughly in the direction of the

the incident proton (antiproton) in the rest frame of the

p ÏÏ n" (p ir TT ) system and 6, (0,) is therefore expected to
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be small for these events. For events developing through a

p n n~ (p n n~) intermediate state the e {Q ) distribution

is expected to be symmetrical around 6., (6..) =90°.

Fig.3-4-4 shows the cosGj and cosë. distribution for all

events. The peak at small 6, (6 ) contains the double reso-

nance events. The events with cos6.<0 or cosê^O are ex-

pected to be mainly (p n+ir~)p and p (p n+n~) events. The

p TT TT~ (p TT n~) mass distribution for these events is shown

in fig.3-4-5. Very clear large N* (N*) bumps are visible and

comparison with fig.3-4-3 shows that the background below the

bump at 1.5 GeV is considerably reduced.

To show that the rejection of double resonance events

has remained very effective the sample of events with cos6 <0

or cose1<0 is plotted in fig. 3-4-6 in a PLTI+ versus pL

diagram. The region where the double resonance events are

expected (upper left quadrant) is almost empty.
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Fig.3-4-c The p n n (p n n ) mass distribution for events

with pLTt+<0 axd pL n_<0 (pL n +>0 and PLn_>0).
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Fig. 3-4-6 The plot of PLrr+ versus PLïï_ for events with

or aos&1<0.

It will now be shown that the properties of the total

p p n TT~ sample are consistent with the assumption that over

90% of the final states are produced via a two body state of

either the double resonance or N* (N*) type. This is done by

studying the distribution of all p p IT TT events over the

four.regions of cose, (cose,) values listed in table 3-4-1.

region

number
total

404

864
838

6086

of events
total minus double
resonance events

379

763
725

1741

5
6

7

8

cose
cose

cose

cose

l

l

l

l

<0
<0

>0

>0

cose

cosè

cosë

cosë

l<0

1<°

Table 3-4-1 Numbers of events in the different oosdj versus

regions.
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It is shown in sect.3-5 that using the pure sample of these

events isolated in sect.3-3 , a fairly accurate prediction

can be made regarding the distribution of the double reso-

nance events in table 3-4-1. This predicted distribution

of double resonance events is shown in table 3-5-1. The

numbers in the second column of table 3-4-1 are obtained,

when these double resonance events are subtracted from the

total number of events. The number of events remaining in

regions 6, 7 and 8 are consistent with the expected symmetry

of the N* (N*) production around cose1=0 (cosi1=0). This

symmetry would mean that the number of events in region 8

should be equal to the sum of the numbers of events in region

6 and 7. The events with cos 6, <0 and cos"ë. <0 have not yet
+ —

been identified with any production mechanism. The p ir TT

(p 7r+ir~) mass distribution for these events (region 5) shows

no evidence for N* or N* events, but a p° peak is observed

in the TT+IT~ mass spectrum (see fig.3-4-7). In other mass

distributions of these events no peaks are visible.

30.

IN)

J2 24-
0)

16.

JS 12.

z
6.

0.

Fia.3-4-7 The n n mass distribution for events in region 5.
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Assuming that the 3229±150 events remaining in the re-

gions 6, 7 and 8 after subtracting the double resonance

events are indeed N* (Ï5*) events, the cross section for N*p

(N*p) production is found to be (1.22±0.06)mb. This value

agrees reasonably well with the cross section of (1.31±0.10)mb

in table 3-2-1 obtained from the Breit-Wigner fits.

It is generally assumed that in pp and pp interactions the

N* (N*) enhancements are mainly produced through diffraction

dissociation. The data in the present experiment are consis-

tent with this assumption when diffraction dissociation is

associated with the p p TT+TT~ final states in which the TT+

and TT have a longitudinal momentum of the same sign (see

ref.[2, 4, 7, 29, 34, 35]). The pure samples of N* and N*

events shown in fig.3-4-5 and fig.3-4-6 fall almost entirely

within these regions in the pL _ versus pT plot. As expec-

ted the mass distribution of the p TT+TT~ system for N* (N*)

production as shown in fig.3-4-5 has a form which is very

e
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10. 20. 1000.

t GeV2 )

Fig.3-4-8 The oroas seation of diffvaction of the incoming
proton as_a function of s. The solid line is a
fit of 4s~ to the points of the reaction
pp -» p(p ÏÏ TT~)
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similar to the form of the p TT TT mass distribution for

diffraction dissociation of the proton as observed in ex-

periments on the reactions pp -> p p IT IT" and pp •» p p TT+TT~

at higher energies, where diffraction dissociation is the

dominant process (ref.[7, 8, 29, 34, 35]). Fig.3-4-8 shows

the cross section for proton diffraction dissociation as a

function of s.The p point at 7.23 GeV/c corresponds to the

cross section for N*p (N*p) production measured in the pre-

sent experiment. The straight line in the figure has the

form As~ n with n=0.29±0.06 and is a best fit to the pp data.

This weak energy dependence is typical for the diffraction

dissociation.

Seat. 3-5 Reliability of the analysis

The reliability of the method of analysis described in

this thesis was checked by reconstructing from the pure

samples of double resonance and N* (N*) events defined in

sect.3-3 and sect.3-4 new complete samples using the ex-

pected symmetry in the 6 (6) and 0,(6,) distributions. For

instance a complete set of 4584 double resonance events was

reconstructed from the pure sample of experimental events

in the region cos8<0 and cose<0 by generating for each expe-

rimental event three new events by changing the sign of the

momenta of p and TT (p and IT ) in the p TT (p IT ) rest frame.

An analogous procedure was used to generate N* (N*) events

in the region 8 starting from the events in the regions 6

and 7. A comparison of the proporties of the reconstructed

complete set of events with those of the complete experi-

mental sample gives confidence that the method of analysis

is sound.

In fig.3-5-1 and fig.3-5-2 the experimental and the

reconstructed mass distribution are shown for p TT +CC and

p Tt n +CC respectively. The agreement is exellent. Good

agreement is also obtained for the other mass distributions,

the four-momentum transfer distributions and angular distri-
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butions.

The reconstructed set of events can be used to estimate

the number of double resonance events and N* (N*) events in

the cos8 - cosë and cos6. - cosë., regions where experimen-

tally these two types of events cannot be individually recog-

nized. The calculated distribution of the 4x1146 double

resonance events over four regions of (cose., cosë ) is

presented in table 3-5-1.

region number of events

5 cos61<0 and cos61<0 25

6 cos91<0 and cos81>0 101

7 cos61>0 and cosë^O 113

8 cos91>0 and cosêjX) 4345

Table 3-5-1 The distribution of double resonance events
over the four regions in eosQ- and eos&~.

This distribution was used in sect.3-4 to subtract the double

resonance events from the total sample of p p IT TI events.

Similarly the number of N* (N*) events can be calculated

that can be expected in the region 1. This number is 59,

so that in fact 59 of the 1146 events that were assumed in

sect.3-3 to be double resonance events are ambiguous with

N* (N*) events. This ambiguity increases the error in the

cross sections that were determined for double resonance

and N* (N*) production by a few percent.
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Fig. 3-5-1 Expepimental (solid line) and reaonstPueted
(dotted linel distribution of p it system +CC.
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Fig. 3-5-2 Expepimental (solid line) and peoonstpuoted
(dotted line) distpibution of p n TT~ system +CC,
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Chapter 4

DOUBLE A(1236) PRODUCTION AND THE ONE PION EXCHANGE MODEL

Sect.4-1 Introduction

In this chapter the experimental distributions for the

reaction pp -» A(1236) A(1236) are compared with the pre-

dictions of the one pion exchange model. This model gives

a good description of many large impact parameter inelastic

hadron collisions in which both of the incoming hadrons are

excited into an isobar, that subsequently decays.

The reaction pp -• A(1236) Z(1236) -» p n+ P TT~ is a good

example of this type of process. The OPE model offers a frame-

work to make absolute predictions for the distributions of

all dynamical quantities in the final state of this reaction

using only low energy n p elastic cross section data. As the

model depends on the extrapolation of these cross section

data into a non physical region, using the analytic proper-

ties of the momentum transfer variable, the model is expec-

ted to work best for small values of the momentum transfer

from the incoming particle to the outgoing isobar, i.e. for

large impact parameters.

For reactions with three and more particles in the fi-

nal state, of which the reaction pp -» A(1236) A(1236) is an

example, Ferrari and Selleri (ref.[37]) derived an exten-

sive list of formulae. To take into account the corrections

in the vertices made necessary by the virtuality of the ex-

changed pion they introduced simple vertex form factors.

In this way they hoped to get a good description of the ex-

perimental data also for somewhat smaller values of the im-

pact parameter. Although some improvement could be obtained

by a suitable choise of the form factors this approach was

only partly successful. Especially at higher energies or

when isobars are produced with j>0 the predictions of the

OPE model with simple form factors are usually too high and
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the angular distributions of the final state particles are

not well reproduced.

The main reason for the failure of the simple form fac-

tor approach at high energies is the violation of the uni-

tarity condition when the influence of other reaction chan-

nels, opening at smaller impact parameters , is not properly

taken into account. Modifications of the OPE model to cor-

rect for this effect are collectively called absorption mo-

dels {see ref.[37], Gottfried and Jackson). A good example

of the absorption model approach to the description of the

reaction pp -» AA is found in a paper by Svensson (see ref.

[37]), .The predicted absolute cross section is still much

too high.

The most successful attempt so far to correct the simple

OPE model for the reaction pp -» AA are the vertex form fac-

tors derived by Benecke and Dürr (ref.[38]), which explicitly

preserve the unitarity condition. These are the form fac-

tors that will be used in this chapter.

Most of the later work on the OPE model uses as a starting

point a survey paper by Wolf published in 1969 (ref.[39]).

Wolf has studied the applicability of the OPE model to pp,

pp, TT±P reactions for various beam momenta and various final

states. He recommends the use of the Benecke Dürr functions

for correcting the model at smaller values of the impact

parameter.

The basic OPE formula for the reaction pp -» AA is given in

section 4-2.

In section 4-3 the form factors are discussed.

In section 4-4 the predicted distributions are compared

with the experimental distributions for data obtained for

the reaction pp -» AA.
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Seat.4-2 The one pion exchange model

In this section the formula for the one pion exchange

model is given for the reaction pp _> A(1236) A(1236).

The diagram for one pion exchange between an incoming pro-

ton and antiproton is shown in fig.4-2-1.

Fig. 4-2-1 The diagram of one -pion exchange with (p ir ) (p n~)
production.

The exchanged pion produces a p n state at the upper vertex

and a p Tt state at the lower vertex. The interaction ver-

tices are represented in this figure by shaded circles in-

stead of points to indicate that the vertex is not exactly

a point, but is described by a form factor. The parametri-

zation of these blobs depends on the model used for the in-

teraction. The propagation of the exchanged pipn between

the upper and the lower blob is described by the pion propaga-

tor for a pion with mass squared equal to t,where t is the

square of the four momentum transfer between the incoming

proton and the outgoing n P system.

The interaction between the exchanged pion and the in-

coming p (p) , producing an outgoing p TT (p it- ) state, may
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be interpreted as an elastic TT p scattering process in which

the incoming (virtual) pion has a negative mass squared.

As was pointed out by Chew and Low (ref.[40]) the elastic

scattering of a virtual pion on a proton may be described

by an amplitude that is an analytic continuation of the am-

plitude for elastic scattering of a real pion on a proton .

This analytic continuation is known as the Chew-Low extra-

polation. The method of Chew and Low may be applied to the

diagram of fig.4-2-1 by interpreting both vertices as elas-

tic TT+P scattering of an off shell pion and a proton.Details

of the application of the Chew-Low extrapolation to the

calculation of the vertices in the diagram of fig.4-2-1

are given in section 4-3.

The general form of the cross section formula for the

diagram of fig.4-2-1 will now be discussed, following the

method of Pilkuhn (ref.[32]).

The differential cross section of any process is proportional

to a flux factor depending on the momentum of the incoming

antiproton

element dQ.

antiproton , a matrix element squared |T| and a phase space

da = — - — |T|2 dQ (4-1)
4pc/s

For a reaction with four particles in the final state the

phase space element dQ has the form:

4 4 4 4 d 4 pi 2 2
dQ = (2TT)4 Sq (P- Z p.) n i 6(pf - mf) (4-2)

j=l 3 i=l (2TT) J X 1

in which formula p. is the four momentum of the particle i

and P is the total four momentum of the incoming particles.
4

The Dirac delta function 6 (P-Ep.) expresses the energy and
2 2

momentum conservation and the Dirac delta functions S ^ - I Ï K )
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guarantee that the outgoing particles are on their mass shell.

The expression (4-2) for dQ may be rewritten in a more

suitable form by splitting it in three factors, one factor

describing the phase space element of the quasi two body

state (pn ) (pn ) and the two factors describing the decay

of both produced quasi bodies. Because each factor is lorentz

invariant, each factor could be calculated in any lorentz

frame.

The first factor is calculated in the centre of mass frame

and depends only upon the sum of p., and p_ and the sum of

p 3 and p 4.

The second factor is calculated in the rest frame of the

pir system and the third factor is calculated in the rest

frame of the pn system.

A tedious, but straight forward calculation gives the fol-

lowing result:

dQ = — - — -5^2— dm din dt d$ 2 - dcos6 d<|> 9 - dcosê d* (4-3)
Q _

(2TT) 2pc/s' 4m 4n»

The meaning of the used symbols is the following:

m(fn) mass of the pn + (pn~) system

t square of the four momentum transfer between the

incoming p and the pn system.

9(6) and <J>($) polar and azimuthal angles of the proton

(antiproton) in the Gottfried Jackson coordinate

system for the IT p (pir~) rest frame defined in

chapter 3

q(q) momentum of the p(p) in the p^ (pïï ) rest frame

p momentum of the incident particles in the centre

of mass frame

s square of the total energy in the centre of mass

system

* angle between a fixed direction perpendicular to

the beam direction and the plane defined by the
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produced quasi two body system in the centre of mass

system of the incoming particles.

The matrix element T is given by

T = T (m,t,cos6) Kr- T (m,t,cos0) (4-4)

(t-mj)

2

The factor (t-m ) is the pion propagator and the function

T is the matrix element for off shell elastic n p scat-

tering and is symbolically represented by the shaded circle

in fig.4-2-2.

Fig. 4-2-2 The diagram of elastic TT p scattering. The dot-
ted line indicates the incoming off shell pion.

A function a (m,t,cos6) is now defined as follows:

ov(m,t,cose) = 1~2— |Tv(m,t,cos6) |
2 (4-5)

64ir m q
1 2

64ir m q.

where q (q ) the momentum of the exchanged pion is in the
+ — — 2

rest frame of pir (pir ) . For t=m this function a (m,t,cose)

is equal to the differential cross section for real elastic

TT p scattering.
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Assuming that the incoming particles are unpolarized the for-

mula for the cross section in the OPE model can then be writ-

ten in the form:

da

dm din d t dcosO d<b dcosO d<|>

2
m *ï+- 1 - 2 - -

= — - , \ a (m, t ,cos9) ~—=• m q. a (m, t ,cos6) (4-6)
4 T T 3

P 2 S
 v (tV)2

This formula for the OPE cross section is the starting point

for all calculations.

Seat.4-3 Description of the form factor in the one pion

exchange model

It was not specified in sect.4-2 how the extrapolation
2

of the form factor T from real pion scattering (t=m ) to

virtual pion scattering should be performed. Because
2 2t=m =0.02GeV is very close to t=0 it can be expected that

for very small values of -t the function a (m,t,cos6)

behaves very much like the real elastic ir p scattering cross

section. In first approximation the functions a (m,t,cos6)

and a (in,t,cose) in equ. (4-6) can therefore be simply re-

placed by the real elastic ir p (IT p) scattering cross section.

The pole model predicts too low a value for the cross section

as is shown in sect.4-4. This means that the off shell charac-

ter of the exchanged pion has to be taken into account.

As in the elastic IT p scattering only a few partial waves

contribute at low centre of mass energies the off shell be-

haviour of the individual partial waves must be studied.

The partial wave expansion for real elastic ir D scat-

tering is obtained (see j.Ashkin ref.[41]) by developing

the scattering amplitude in simultaneous eigenfunctions of

J ( the total angular momentu

its z-component J and parity.

g p g
J ( the total angular momentum squared of the -n p system) ,
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When the z-axis is chosen parallel to the incoming proton

and pion, the eigenvalues of J are ±\ because the component

of the orbital angular momentum L in the z-direction is

always zero in the initial state.
2

The simultaneous eigenfunctions of J and parity for a given
2

value of j and 1 ( j and 1 are the quantum numbers of J and

L respectively) are a linear combination of T̂-u.. and Y^.VL,

where Y^ stands for a spherical harmonic function, u^ is the spinor

for a proton with spin parallel to the momentum of the in-

coming proton, and u_ the spinor for a proton with spin in

the opposite direction.

The scattering amplitude can be expressed as a sum of these
2

simultaneous eigenfunctions of J , J and parity, with coef-
+
 z

ficients depending only on the TI p invariant mass m. The

terms of this sum can be divided into two groups, one group

corresponding to final states for which the proton has the

same spin direction 'as in the initial state ( spin non-flip

terms ) , and another group for which the proton spin turned

over during the interaction ( spin flip terms ) .

When u^ is the spinor for the incoming proton, the spin non-

flip wave can be written as a product of a spinor u. and a

factor f, called the spin non-flip amplitude, given by

f (m,m2fcos6) = i E_ < (l+l)T+(mfmJ) + lT'On,!^} } P°(cos6) (4-7)

The functions T*(m,m ) are the amplitudes for producing an
•••+

intermediate (pn ) system with mass m, orbital angular momen-

tum 1 and total angular momentum j=l±%.

Similarly, the spin flip wave is a product of u„ and a factor

g called the spin flip amplitude, given by

(4-8)S_
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using tne fact that the spinors u, and u~ are orthonormal.

The cross section for real elastic n p scattering can then

be written as

o (m,m^,cos9) = |f(m,m^,cos6)|2 + ]g(m,ra2,cosG)|2 (4-9)

Because the invariant mass of the n p system is low

for the A (1236) A (1236) final state, it is expected that in

the vertex functions of the OPE model, only the three par-

tial waves S31, P31 and P33 with respectively 1=0, j=h, 1=1,

j=k and 1=1, j=3/2 are sufficient to describe the experimen-

tal distributions. It can even be expected that the use of

only the P33 wave in the vertex functions will already lead

to a reasonable good description of the reaction pp -»

A(1236) A(1236).

To obtain an expression for the functions a in the

delta antidelta cross section formula (4-6), the parametri-

zation of elastic ir+p scattering must be modified to include

the case of an incoming pion with non physical mass.

For real elastic ir p scattering the mass squared of the

incoming pion is a fixed parameter in the amplitude T*(m,m ).
± 2 A n

To study the dependence of the amplitude T,(m,nT) on the
mass of the incoming pion a model is required. According

to the equations (4-7) , (4-8) and (4-9) the mass squared

of the incoming pion m appears in o through the amplitu-
+ 2 n 2

des T,(m,m ) that contain m as a fixed parameter. There-
± 2 2fore the dependence of T,(m,m ) on m is required and for

this a model is needed. The diagram for the model that has
± 2been used to parametrize the amplitude T. (m,m ) is given

in fig.4-3-1. An incoming pion and proton react together

in the left shaded area to form an intermediate n p state

of invariant mass m, orbital angular "\omentum 1 and total

angular momentum j—l±hr which subsequently decays into a

proton and a pion. According to this diagram the formula
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Fig.4-3-1 The diagram for A production by an off shell
pion.

± 2for the amplitude T.. (m,m ) is given in the Born approximation

(see e.g. Pilkuhn, ref. [32]) by

(m ±nmp)
2- mj) qj"^(mj) (4-10)

where n=(-l) , in is the mass of the incoming pion and
2 ^

q(m ) is the momentum of the incoming proton in the restframe

of the proton and ir . The function G(m) contains all the

factors in the amplitudes T, (m,ro ) that do not depend on the

mass of the incoming pion.

In sect.4-2 it was already remarked that by kinematics the

mass squared of the exchanged pion is required to be equal

to t, the square of the four momentum transfer from the in-

coming proton to the final n p system. By replacing m by

t in each partial wave amplitude T, of formula (4-10) an

expression is obtained for that particular partial wave am-

plitude when it is produced by a virtual incoming pion. In-

spection of formula (4-10) shows that this amplitude can be

expressed as the product of T.(m,m ) and a real function

C^(m,t) in the following manner

(m±nmp) -t) q^'Mt) (4-11)
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This leads to the expression for c|(m,t)

C*(m,t) =

A similar result holds for C,(m,t).

Whereas the simple pole model leads to predicted cross sec-

tions that are too low, the use of formula (4-12) in the OPE
2

cross section formula (4-6) gives, at values of -t>0.1 GeV ,

too high a prediction for the cross section of reactions

where resonances are produced with 1^0. This is caused by
21 21

the factor (q,/q) , which is proportional to (-t) and

diverges for large -t. It is therefore necessary to use

a better model than the Born approximation for the interac-

tion vertex in the diagram of fig.4-2-2.

Instead of a pointlike vertex Benecke and Diirr introduce an

interaction volume of finite size characterized by a radius

R, , one for each partial wave used in the function a . For

the interaction in this volume they used a relativistic

model, based on the Bethe Salpeter equations in the ladder

approximation.

The result of their calculations for the function C,(m,t) is

//(m+nm )2-t \ i u
_E 1./ _i ^ i {4_13)

\ (m+nmp)
 2-m2/ \u2(q(

A similar result is obtained for cT(m,t) where the

functions u,(x) are defined as follows

in which Q.(z) are the Legendre functions of the second kind.
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For small values of R*

u (q(t)R*) R* -» 0
I 1 (4-15)

so that the model approaches the Born approximation as it

should do.

The radius parameter R-̂  for the P33 wave was determined

by Wolf (ref.[39]) in two independent ways:

Firstly the radius parameter R, is obtained from a fit of the

OPE model formula (4-16) to the t distributions for reactions

where A(1236) resonances are produced in the final state.

A value of Rt=1.76±0.0 3 GeV~ was found.

Secondly the radius parameter R, can be also determined from

a Breit.-wigner fit to elastic n p scattering with a form

factor of Benecke and Diirr. In this way Wolf finds a radius

R*=2.2±0.1 GeV"1.

Wolf does not take the difference between these two values

of R-. too seriously because of uncertainties in the theory

and of the possibility of background effects.

The values for Rt used in this thesis are discussed in sec-

tion 4-4.

The final formula (4-6) for the reaction pp -+ A(1236)

A(1236) that was used for the comparison of the experimental

distributions with the OPE model is then for the P33 wave

— = - f 4 — 7 1 2 ~ |C^(m,t)T5;(m,m2)|
dm dm dt dcose d<|> dcose d$ 2±H TT p * s q

. (l+3cos2e) ^-ö• - |ct(m,t)Tt(m,m2) |2(l+3cos28) (4-16)
(t-m2.)2 q ïï

A similar formula holds for the case that the function a

also contains the S31 and P31 partial waves.
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Seat. 4-4 The calculation of the different distributions

and comparison with the data.

In this section the pn mass distributions, -t distri-

butions , cose and <f> distributions are compared with the pre-

dictions of the OPE model.

First some technical remarks will be made about the calcu-

lation of the bin content of a histogram.

The range of each of the seven variables m, m, cosö , <t>,

cos6 and $ is divided in a number of equal bins, e.g. the

whole range of m in 100 equal regions Am. The whole seven

dimensional region G covered by these variables is divided

by this procedure in small equal volume elements

AV = Am.Am.At. Acos6 ,A<(> .Acos6.A<£. The program chooses within

G a random set of values for these variables. This set of

values determines a certain p p IT IT final state within a

certain element AV. Formula (4-6) gives the differential

cross section &a for this element AV. The content of a bin

in the histogram for the distribution of a certain quantity

is then the average of the Ac values for all randomly

generated final states for which the value of this quantity

lies within the limits of that bin. When, for instance, the

distribution of the mass m predicted by equation (4-6) is

required, the content of bin m. to m.+Am is obtained by

averaging the calculated La values for all randomly generated

final states with m value within the range m. to m..+Am.

This average value of Aa is then the predicted absolute

cross section for the production of final states with m

within this range.

Because of energy and momentum conservation the varia-

bles m, m and t have physical limits which are not indepen-

dent of each other. The following relations hold for these

variables

m+in < /s (4-17)
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m > mïï + m (4-18)

m > mn + m (4-19)

t < n.2 + m 2 - 2ETEpTt +2pTppïï (4-20)

t > m 2 + m
2 - 2ETEpiT -2pTppTT (4-21)

The meaning of the symbols is as follows:

m proton mass

m pion mass

E energy in the centre of mass system of the incoming

proton

energy

momentum of the incoming proton in the centre of mass

E energy of pn in the centre of mass system

P T

system

p momentum of pn in the centre of mass system

In the Monte Carlo calculation the limits given by the for-

mulas (4-17) to (4-21) are taken into account when choosing

random values for m, in and t.

The limits of the values of cos8 and cosë of <(> and <f> are

independent of the limits of m, m and t.

The experimental distributions were obtained from an

almost pure sample of double resonance events, selected by

the method described in sect.3-3. As only A ( 1 2 3 6 ) 5(1236)

double resonance events are of interest here, the first

selection is now on the masses m and m of the pn + and pn~

system respectively. Only events with m < 1.45 GeV and

m < 1.45 GeV were used.

For the whole set of produced double resonance events only

the sample for which cose < 0 and cos© < 0 was shown in

sect.3-3 to be uncontaminated. Similarly it can be shown

that for events with m < 1.45 GeV and ïti < 1.45 GeV all events

are of double resonance type when the events with cos6 > 0
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and cosë > 0 are excluded. This can be seen in fig.4-4-1

in a p versus pT _ diagram where this sample of events

is plotted.

2.

o.

- 2 .

' 1 *

1

- 2 . -1 . o. 1.

t GeV)

Fig. 4-4-1 The plot of pL + versus VLl^_ for events with

m < 1.45 GeV, m < 1.45 GeV and aosQ < 0 or

oosi < 0.

Theoretically it is expected that the OPE model works best

at small values of -t. Therefore the comparison with the

experimental distributions was also made with the additional

restriction -t < 0.14 GeV .

It was already mentioned in sect.4-3 that the following

three versions of the OPE model were used:

1 The pole approximation

2 The Wolf Benecke Diirr OPE model, using only the P33 wave

with R^=1.76 GeV"1.

3 The same model using the S31, P31 and P33 waves, and with

R equal to 1.76 GeV"1 for the three waves.
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version 1

The pole approximation is the simplest version of the

OPE model. It has the advantage that there are no adjustable

parameters.

The curves with dots and dashes in fig.4-4-2 to 4-4-9 are

the predictions of the pole approxination. In all figures

it is seen that the theoretical curve gives a good pre-

diction for the form of the experimental distributions but

the absolute value seems to be wrong. When the theoretical

values are multiplied by a factor 2.3 a good prediction of

the data is obtained for the m, t and <j> distributions.

version 2

The dotted curves in fig.4-4-2 to 4-4-9 are the predic-

tions of version 2 of the OPE model. In fig.4-4-2 the m dis-

tribution is shown. The influence of the off shell factors

is clearly visible. The form of the theoretical curve is

still good but also the absolute value of the m, t and <j>

distributions is now well predicted. The calculated position

of the peak in the p TT mass distribution is 17 MeV too

high compared to the experimental data. This is already the

case in the pole model.

It is shown below (version 3) that the shift of the peak is

not due to the absence of the S31 and P31 wave in the

functions a . The shift may be removed by using different

off shell factors for the real and imaginary parts of T?.

This has not been tried because this would involve the in-

troduction of additional parameters.

In fig.4-4-5 the cose distribution is shown. The

predicted curve has the form 1+3.cos e . This form is in-

dependent of the P33 amplitude used in the functions av

as is obvious from formula (4-16) . Even at small -t value

the data are not in agreement with this prediction.
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version 3

The predictions of version 3 of the OPE model are dis-

played in fig.4-4-2 to 4-4-9 as broken curves.

The difference between versions 2 and 3 is very small in all

distributions. The addition of the S31 and P31 waves does

not significantly improve the fit to the cos0 distributions.

The values of the radii of the three partial waves in the

functions a were all chosen equal to 1.76 JeV~ . The result

is not sensitive to the values of the radix chosen for the

S31 and P31 waves.

It is clear that the curves predicted by the versions 2

and 3 follow the experimental points quite well for the

m, t and <f> distributions. Only the cos 6 distribution is
2

not well predicted, even at values of -t<0,l4 GeV . For
2

values of -t>0.14 GeV the experimental cose distribution is

almost flat, as is shown in fig.4-4-9. As the m, t and $

distributions are also well predicted by the versions 2 and
2

3 for -t<0.14 GeV , it seems reasonable to look for a modi-

fication of the model that changes the predicted cose dis-

tribution, but does not effect the m, t and <J> distributions.

One may either attempt further refinement of the OPE model

e.g. by improving the off shell corrections, or one may

try to extend the model by considering the possibility of

exchange of other particles.

There are a number of reasons why the exchange of par-

ticles other than the pion is not believed to contribute

substantially to the reaction pp -» A(1236) A(1236).

(1) The flat <t> distribution makes it improbable that the

exchanged particle would have spin.

(2) The agreement of the m, t and <j> distributions with the

absolute predictions of the OPE model implies that if

other reaction mechanisms are involved their contribu-

tion is small. A small contribution however can not be

expected to explain the almost flat cos© distribution

for values of -t>0.14 GeV2 (see fig.4-4-9).
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1.0 1.1
"m • CC

Fig.4-4-2 The pir +CC mass distribution for the reaction
pp->A(1236)h(1236) with -t<0.14 GeV ,
The -. curve is the prediction of the pole
approximation.
The ... curve is the prediction of version 2.
The — line is the prediction of version 3 and
the solid line is the prediction of the two
radii fit.

(3) The p particle which, apart from the pion, is the par-

ticle with the lowest mass that can be exchanged in a

one meson exchange model has spin 1. If a p is exchanged,

the z-component of the spin in the Gottfried Jackson

coordinate frame is expected to have the values ±1

as found in reactions with dominant p exchange (see

Stodolsky and Sakurai ref.[42]). The <j> distribution
2

should then be of the form 1+2.sin <j> and this is not
observed.

(4) The contribution of A. and A„ exchange is expected

to be even smaller than that of p exchange because

their masses (1100 and 1310 MeV respectively) are

much higher than the mass of the p (760 MeV).
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1.0 1.1
m • CC

Fig.4-4-3 The pu +CC_mass distribution for the reaction
pp-+A(1236)k(1236) .
The -. curve is the prediction of the pole
approximation.
The ... curve is the prediction of version 2.
The — line is the prediction of version 3 and
the solid line is the prediction of the two
radii fit.

More appealing is therefore a modification of the OPE

model. When only the P33 wave contributes , the only

factor in the cross section that can be modified is

the Benecke Dürr factor, i.e. the radius parameter R.

It was already shown that the change of R does not

change the form of the m, t and <j> distributions but

affects only the absolute value of the cross sec-

tions. In the framework of this model it is possible

to change the predicted cose distribution by assuming

that the radius parameter R has a different value

for the spin non-flip and the spin flip part of the
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(GeV1)

Fig.4-4-4 The -t distribution for the reaction
pp->A(1236)ï(1236) .
The —. curve is the prediction of the
pole approximation.
The ... curve is the prediction of
version 2.
The line is the prediction of
version 3 and the solid line is the
prediction of the two radii fit.

P33 wave, as the angular behaviour of the f wave

( ~ 4cos 6 ) is quite different from that of the g

wave { ~ sin 6 ). This is not possible when the ex-

changed virtual pion has strictly zero spin, but

there is no convincing theoretical reason for this

to be the case. It is therefore interesting to try

a parametrization of the cross section based on

equation 4-16, but with two Benecke Diirr factors

with radius parameters R- and R for the spin non-

flip amplitude and the spin flip amplitude respectively.
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-1.0 -0.6 -0.2 0.2
cose-cc

Fig.4-4-5 The cosQ+CC distribution for the r&aation
pp-*A(1236Jl(1236J with -t<0.14 GeV*.
The -. ourve is the prediction of the pole
approximation.
The ... ourve is the prediction of version 2,
The — line is the prediction of version S
and the solid line is the prediction of the
two radii fit.

The best values for Rf and R were obtained from a

fit, in absolute value, to the cose distribution of

the A (1236) A(1236) sample. These values are R_=

(2.93±0.03) GeV*1, R =(0.924±0.005) GeV"1. The dis-

tributions predicted by this parametrization using

these fitted values of Rf and R are shown in fig.

4-4-2 to 4-4-9 as "two radii fit". The form for the

m, t and 6 distributions are, as expected, still

well predicted. The improvement of the cose distri-

bution is clearly seen in fig.4-4-9 and in table 4-4-1.
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0.6 1.0

Fig. 4-4-6 The oosQ+CC distribution for the reaction
A(1236)&(1236)pp

The - . curve is the prediction of the
pole approximation.
The . . . curve is the prediction of
Version 2.
The — line is the prediction of
version 3 and
the solid line is the prediction of
the two radii fit.
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Fig.4-4-7 The $+CC distribution for the reaction
pp^A(1236)t\(1236) with -t<0.14.
The -. curve is the prediction of
the pole approximation.
The .. curve is the prediction of
version 2.
The —_ line is the prediction of
version 3 and
the solid line is the prediction of
the two radii fit.
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Fig.4-4-8 The §+CC distribution for the reaction
pp-*A(1236)I(1236) .
27ze -. curve is the prediction of
the pole approximation.
The ... curve is the prediction of
version 2.
The -- line is the prediction of
version 3 and
the solid line is the prediction of
the two radii fit.
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0.0
-0.6 -0.2 0.2

cos e»cc
0.6 1.0

Fig. 4-4-9 The cosQ+CC distribution for the reaction
pp-*L(1236)I(1236) with -t>0.14 GeVd.
The -. curve is the prediction of
the pole approximation.
The ... curve is the prediction of
version 2.
The — line is the prediction of
version 3 and
the solid line is the prediction of
the two radii fit.
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Summary °f the results and conclusions.

The need for off shell correction factors is demon-

strated clearly by the prediction of version 1.

Version 2 and 3 of the OPE model give a good description

of the m, t and <t> distributions but not. of the cos6 distri-

bution.

Although version 3 has three adjustable parameters, it is

still impossible to get a good fit for both m, t and <|>

distributions and the cose distribution.

Only the two radii fit gives a good description of all dis-

tributions simultaneously. Even for high values of -t the

cosö distribution is well predicted.

The exchange of more massive particles with spin is not
2

thought to be important for t values below 0.55 GeV .

Experiment

OPE model
version 1

OPE model
version 2

OPE model
version 3

Two radii
fit

a (mb)

0.65±0

0.32

0.73

0.81

0.64

-t < 0.14

A

.02 0.0±0

0.4

0.0

0.3

0.0

GeV2

B

.1 1.2±0.

3.0

3.0

2.8

1.1

1

o (mb)

1.34±0

0.54

1.30

1.48

1.34

no cut on

A

.03 0.09±0.

0.5

0.0

0.3

0.0

t

B

03 0.62±0.07

3.2

3.0

2.6

0.4

Table 4-4-1 The values^ of the cross section a in mb of the
reaction pp-*h( 1236)A( 1236) .
A and B are the coefficients of the quadratic
expression in cosQ for the angular distribution.
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In table 4-4-1 the experimental data are summarized and com-

pared with the predictions of the three versions of the OPE

model and the "two radii fit". The numbers A and B are the
2

coefficients in the parametrization 1+A.cos0+B.cos 6 for the

angular distribution.

The "experimental" values for A and B were determined from

a quadratic fit to the experimental data. It is quite

clear that the values of B predicted by all versions of

the OPE model are too high compared to the experimental

values.
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APPENDIX

A description of the Monte Carlo integration technique.

In this appendix the Monte Carlo integration technique

used for the calculation of the various distributions is des-

cribed in more detail.

The general principles are best explained by considering

first the case where there is only one variable.

To calculate the integral

b
I = ƒ f(x)dx (A-l)

a

the integral is approximated by the sum

S = — z f (x , {A_2)

n 1=1

where the f(x.) are the values of f(x) calculated by the

computer at points x. that are randomly chosen between the

points a and b.

For a given number n of f(x.) values calculated by the com-

puter the difference A between S and I is smallest when

many points are chosen in regions where f(x) is large and

few where f(x) is small. The best conditions can be found

in the following way.

The integral I is written in the form

b f ( x )

a p(x)

where p(x) is a probability density function with the pro-

perties

b
p(x) > 0 and ƒ p(x)dx = 1 (A-4)

a
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Instead of (A-2) the estimator

f ( x t )
i (A-5)

is used for I where the x. are randomly chosen in a ̂  x < b

from the probability density function p(x). According to the

central limit theorem the error A=S-I is, for n values of x.,

smaller than a (b-a)//n with 70% confidence level, where as s
is the variance of the function f(x)/p(x) in the interval

a<x<b defined by

a2 _ 1 hr /f(x)\2 "" ' b -'"- i2

p(x)dx . T_J_ J M p(x)dx I (A.6)
L(b-a) a p(x) J

The error A is therefore small for a given n when a is
s

small and this is the case when p(x) is properly chosen.

For f(x)>0 the choice
f (x)

p(x) = g (A-7)

ƒf(x)dx
a

2
leads, according to (A-6), to, the value a =0. This choice

is not practicable because ƒf{x)dx is unknown, bat a
2 avalue a « 0 can be obtained by choosings

g(x)
p(x) = r- (A-8)

with g(x) ~ f(x) in a ̂  x < b.

The function g(x) can be a polygone that is obtained by

connecting a number of calculated values of f(x^ by straight

lines.
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The integration of the formula of the OPE model (formula(4-6).

Analogous to the one dimensional example, the integration

of formula (4-6) is performed. There are seven integration

variables viz. m, in, t, cos8, $, cosê and 0 . The function

(4-6) does not depend on <f> and $ and its variations as a

function of cos9 or cosê are small. Therefore the values

of the variables cos0 , $, cos 9 and 0 are drawn randomly

between their respective limits.

Suppose one wishes to calculate the distribution of mass m

predicted by (4-6). The required region of m is divided in-

to k equal bins and (4-6) is integrated successively over

the volume of seven dimensional phase space corresponding

to each of the k bins:

I(k) = ƒ f (m,m,t,cos6,cos9)dm din dt dcos9 d<|> dcos9 d$ (A-9)
6(k)

To perform this integration on the computer I(k) is again

approximated by the sum

G(k) n f(m.,m., t.,cos6.,cosë.)
S(k) = Z ^_i i i i- (A

n i-l pv(«,±) pn(m1) pt(t±)

where the function p (m) .p (in) .p. (t) is analogous to the

function p(x) in the one dimensional case described above.

For good efficiency of the Monte Carlo calculation

p (m) .p (iti) .p. (t) should again closely approach

f(m,m,t,cos6/COS0) everywhere in phase space. Apart from a

multiplicative constant a polygone approximation to the

predicted mass distribution was used for Pm(m). For p.(t)

the pion propagator function in (4-6) was chosen.

In the expression (A-10) for S(k) the symbol G(k) stands

for the volume of the region of phase space corresponding

to bin k of the m histogram and n is the number of samp-

ling points for this bin.
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SUMMARY

In this thesis measurements are described and results

are presented of a HBC experiment on the reaction pp -»

p p TT ir~ at a beam momentum of 7.23 GeV/c. The experiment

has a statistical significance of 2.6 3 events/yb.

In chapter 1, the aim of this investigation, the study

of N* production and the comparison of results for double

resonance production with the predictions of the OPE model,

is formulated.

In chapter 2 a description is given of the experimental

arrangement in Geneva and of the measurement system that

was used to scan and measure the pictures made in the 2m

hydrogen bubble chamber.

The methods used for measuring the beam parameters and for

the determination of the beam purity are discussed in some

detail.

The pictures were measured on an HPD , a flying spot digi-

tizer, operating in the minimum guidance mode i.e. only the

interaction point of each interesting event was premeasured.

The coordinates of the positions of the bubbles are stored

in the memory of a computer and processed by computer pro-

grams to filter the information, to reconstruct tracks in

space and to determine the momentum and ionization for each

succeeded outgoing track.A large fraction of the events is

measured correctly by the HPD and is used directly for the

analysis. The events that are not well measured, are re-

measured by hand.

The measurement of the ionization and the decision procedure

are described in detail.

In chapter 3 the results of the measurements are studied.

The occurence of systematic errors is investigated by study-

ing the ditributions of the missing energy and the missing

mass and the differences between charge conjugated distri-

butions. Thus the cross section of the reaction pp -»
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p p TT n can be corrected for systematic losses.

Cross sections of subreactions are determined from Breit-

Wigner fits to the various mass distributions. By selection

on kinematic variables almost pure samples are defined for

events produced by either diffraction dissociation or double

resonance production. The energy dependence of the various

reactions is studied and compared with other experiments.

In chapter 4 experimental results for the reaction

pp -» A(1236) A(1236) are compared with the predictions of

three different versions of the OPE model.

The version using only a P33 wave and a Benecke Diirr cor-

rection factor gives good predictions except for the

angular decay distribution of the A(1236).

An excellent fit to all distributions is obtained with a

parametrization derived from this model, based on the pos-

sibility of spin orbit coupling in the off shell Tip inter-

action.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden de metingen en de resultaten

gepresenteerd van de reactie pp -• p p n TT bij een bundelim-

puls van 7.2 3 GeV/c. Het experiment heeft een statistische

significantie van 2.63 gevallen/yb.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt het doel van dit onderzoek gefor-

muleerd. De fysische onderwerpen van dit onderzoek worden

kort samengevat,te weten dubbele resonantie productie, N*

productie en het OPE model.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de experimentele opstelling in

Geneve beschreven. Bizondere aandacht wordt besteed aan de

meting van de bundelparameters en de bepaling van de zuiver-

heid van de bundel. Daarna wordt een overzicht gegeven van

het meetsysteem dat gebruikt is om de foto's, genomen in

het 2m bellenvat te CERN, te scannen en te meten. Een met-

hode is beschreven om de bundelparameters te meten.

De meting van de foto's is uitgevoerd met de HPD, een flying

spot digitizer, die de posities van de bellen op een foto

registreert en doorzendt naar de computer waar zij door een

aantal programma's worden verwerkt. Deze programma's schif-

ten de informatie, reconstrueren de sporen in de ruimte en

bepalen van elk uitgaand spoor de impuls en de ionisatie.

Een groot deel van de gevallen blijkt goed door de HPD ge-

meten te zijn en kan direct gebruikt worden in de analyse.

De gevallen die niet volledig zijn worden met een handme-

ting gecompleteerd (de redmeting). Deze gevallen (en andere

gevallen waarvan de ionisatie ontbreekt ) worden naderhand

bekeken op de scantafel en beslist. De ionisatiemeting en

de beslisprocedure worden uitvoerig beschreven.

In hoofdstuk 3 worden de resultaten van de metingen

bekeken. Er wordt gekeken naar systematische fouten door

de missende energie en de missende massa verdelingen te

bekijken en ook door de ongelijkheid te bestuderen van ver-

delingen die ladingsgeconjugeerd zijn t.o.v. elkaar.
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Meetverliezen zijn bestudeerd om de werkzame doorsnede van

de reactie pp -> p p n n zo goed mogelijk te kunnen bepalen.

Ook de werkzame doorsnedes van deelreacties zijn bepaald

door Breit-Wigner fits aan de massa verdelingen.

Door selectie op kinematische variabelen'zijn bijna zuivere

verzamelingen gedefinieerd, van gevallen, geproduceerd

enerzijds door diffractie dissociatie, anderzijds via een

dubbele resonantie.

De energie afhankelijkheid van de diverse reacties is be-

studeerd en vergeleken met getallen bij andere experimenten.

De overeenstemming was goed.

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de voorspellingen van het OPE

model vergeleken met de reactie pp •* A (1236) A (1236).

De voorspellingen van drie verschillende versies van dit

model worden vergeleken met de data.

Het OPE model met alleen een P33 golf en Benecke en Dürr

correctie geeft goede voorspellingen behalve voor de ver-

valshoekverdeling van de A (1236). Door aan dit laatste

model een extra parameter toe te voegen, die rekening houdt

met een mogelijke spin baan koppeling in de np interactie,

waarbij het inkomend pion niet op zijn massaschil ligt,

kan een goede aanpassing aan de vervalshoekverdeling van

de delta resonantie worden verkregen.
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